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TRAVEL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Grievance 

MR J.N. HYDE (Perth) [9.52 am]:  My grievance is to the Minister for Consumer and Employment Protection 
and is about misleading travel advertisements.  Today is my mum’s birthday.  Today, Morna Hyde, nee Pearce, 
is 73 years old.  Morna Hyde was Western Australia’s first sports star of the year when the awards began in 
1956.  She was a Western Australian and Australian hockey captain.   She was one of the remarkable Pearce 
sisters from Moulyinning, in the member for Wagin’s wheatbelt electorate, who all represented Australia.  As I 
have said, today is my mum’s birthday.  If we Labor pollies had a compassionate Whip, I might have been able 
to hop onto an aeroplane and fly to Melbourne, and then go down to Geelong for my mum’s birthday.  However, 
our Whip has a heart of stone, and a pen of steel dipped in the blood of tardy backbenchers, so I am here in Perth 
and not on a 767.  However, had the Whip, after his 8.00 pm sherry last night, developed a heart and relented, 
and I had needed to get an air ticket quickly, as a consumer I would have been in real strife.  Due to federal 
government inaction, the travel industry no longer truthfully advertises travel costs.  An advertised Perth-
Melbourne fare with a cost after the dollar sign bears no resemblance to the actual cost.  Unlike other industries, 
which are required to adhere to federal and state consumer laws, some travel companies have been exploiting a 
possible loophole and getting away with putting tiny asterisks in their advertisements and with not detailing the 
taxes and charges that comprise the true cost.  Even an astute independent traveller who was trawling the Internet 
would be deceived on the Qantas Internet site.  Last night I logged onto that site, and there in black and red was a 
Red E deal Perth to Melbourne at a cost of $189.  However, several clicks later - of course, we consumers are 
now doing the work to help Qantas make a profit - I discovered that the cheapest fare for me to get out of Perth 
after Parliament last night and back here on Saturday was $821.11.  That was four times the teaser price that first 
accosted me, and double the one-way fare teaser, assuming that one was taking Peter Costello’s advice and 
leaving Perth for good.  Fortunately most of us who get on an aeroplane do want to return to Perth.  Virgin Blue 
advertised a Perth-Melbourne fare online at $169, but several clicks and obligatory condition-accepting ticks 
later I was up for $716.  I will lay on the Table those Internet print-outs 

I first raised this issue a year ago when some rogue operators started to exploit this loophole.  Some excellent, 
particularly small business, travel agents continued to advertise and inform consumers truthfully about the full 
cost.  However, they have eventually had to cave in to market forces and copy the big, particularly interstate, 
operators by deceiving consumers.  We have alerted the federal government to this problem, and I am frustrated 
at the federal government’s lack of national action.  Unfortunately today in Perth many hardworking wage 
earners seeking a holiday for their families are becoming the victims of deceit and rip-off.  I also lay on the table 
some holidays and flights that are being advertised at the moment.  Unfortunately we do not have colour 
photocopiers in Parliament House, so it is not obvious from this print-out that this advertisement is actually in 
red and black.  In red, in big type, it advertises a fare to Bangkok at $871.  However, when we go to the asterisk 
and look at the small print we discover an extra $327 in charges.  A United Kingdom fly-drive holiday is 
advertised at $799.  However, when we go to the asterisk and look at the small print we discover an extra $341 
in charges.  A fare to Chiang Mai is advertised at $1 117.  However, when we go to the asterisk, which is over 
the page and upside down, and look at the small print, we discover an extra $193 in charges.  If one were to get 
on the four hour, 19 minute flight to Kuching, in the wonderful state of Sarawak in Malaysia, the cost would be 
$829.  However, when we go to the asterisk we discover an extra $202 in charges.  

In my electorate there are a number of small family-owned travel agencies.  They are being undercut.  There is 
no level playing field, because particularly the interstate companies and those able to undertake full-page 
advertisements and television advertising can give a price teaser that is not only inaccurate and deceptive but 
blatantly dishonest.  The small family-owned travel agencies, particularly in my electorate, are being affected by 
this predatory behaviour.  Through the good actions of the Department of Consumer Protection we have been 
able to establish and promote truth in advertising in a number of industries.  It is not legal for a person to 
advertise a car for sale at $20 999 and put in an asterisk somewhere that it will cost an extra $2 000 for the 
wheels.   

This deceptive travel advertising also discriminates against Western Australian locations.  It is not legal to 
advertise a Western Australian product and put the goods and services tax in an asterisk somewhere else, 
because federal legislation provides that the goods and services tax must be included in the price.  I ask minister 
to progress this matter with his federal colleague.  I also lay on the Table an advertisement from JetstarAsia, 
which is mainly owned by Qantas and is its attempt to enter the Asian cheapie market.  The JetstarAsia Internet 
site advertises a teaser fare of 5 265 Thai baht, which equates to about $A175.  However, once we get through all 
the clicks the fare gets to 9 260 Thai baht, which is about $A307.  Clearly we need to ensure that the federal 
government, if it is able to act, brings travel agencies into the twentieth century, let alone the twenty-first 
century, and that Internet pricing also falls within the gamut of consumer protection for travel consumers.  
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[The papers were tabled for the information of members.] 

MR J.C. KOBELKE (Balcatta - Minister for Consumer and Employment Protection) [10.00 am]:  I thank 
the member for his grievance and for championing the cause of consumers concerning rip-offs with two-part 
pricing.  However, I am not sure whether I support his comments about the government Whip, who does a very 
fine job.  His introductory remarks might not help his case in achieving a pair!   

Mr D.A. Templeman:  Perhaps I should table his pair request!   

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  To address the substantive issues -  

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  What a good idea! 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  Two-part pricing is the practice of separating the base price from other, more fixed 
elements of the total price, such as taxes.  As the member for Perth indicated, in line with legislation, the goods 
and services tax is specifically unable to be extracted from prices.  However, a range of other fees and charges, 
such as the fuel levy on airline ticket prices, have been separated out in some advertising.  The federal Trade 
Practices Act, and the Western Australian Fair Trading Act prohibit false representation in the prices of goods 
and services.  In 2002, as a result of a Federal Court decision, the motor industry commenced separating the 
dealers’ delivery price from a new vehicle’s total cost, with the delivery charge being placed in a minor position 
of the advertisement.  As a result, that has become widespread practice.   

Similar situations have arisen in the travel industry.  The member for Perth was very vocal in his efforts to 
ensure that this loophole was closed.  In 2004 the member raised a grievance in this house about travel 
advertising in which agents and airlines were quoting the cost of the airline ticket with the words “plus taxes and 
charges”.  In many cases specific prices were not provided for the taxes and charges, and consumers were unable 
to calculate the total price.  Following representation from the member for Perth and some action taken by the 
Department of Consumer and Employment Protection, advertisements are now stating the specific taxes and 
charges.  That is fairer; however, as the member has indicated, consumers must still hunt for that information.  
Prices on the Internet may not be shown up-front, so it is left to consumers, even in paid advertisements, to find 
the additional cost so that they can arrive at a total air fare.  

Other states and territories were equally concerned about this issue.  As a result, the matter was placed on the 
agenda of the Ministerial Council on Consumer Affairs.  The recommendations on the agenda called for federal 
legislation to close opportunities for consumers to be misled by this two-part pricing.  The states and territories 
were strongly of the view that, although it may be understandable that suppliers want to emphasise their base 
prices, the only price consumers are interested in is the total price.  Whether it is deliberate, two-part pricing can 
distract consumers from the impact of the total price and leave them with the impression that a price is low, or at 
least lower than a competitor’s price.  This is particularly the case when taxes and charges are included in an 
advertisement some distance from the base price, even if it is not in fine print.  Therefore, two-part pricing 
should be more strictly regulated.  

The Ministerial Council on Consumer Affairs meeting was held in Melbourne last Friday.  Two-part pricing was 
on the agenda, again, in part, due to urging by the member for Perth and our having taken it up with other states.  
Given the lead taken by the states and territories, one could be excused for taking a somewhat cynical view of 
the announcement made by the federal Treasurer the day before our ministerial council meeting in Melbourne 
last Friday.  He said that the commonwealth would make amendments to the Trade Practices Act in response to 
the increased use of component pricing in a number of industries.  We understand that the amendments to the act 
will make it clear that when advertising or quoting prices for a product or service, the business must include a 
prominently displayed, single-figure price at which the product or service can be obtained.  That price should 
include all costs that consumers, including business consumers, are required to pay to the trader for a product or 
service.  The Treasurer announced that the proposed amendment will not prohibit businesses from including 
component prices, provided the total price is also prominently displayed.  

At the ministerial council meeting ministers endorsed the preferred model for displayed pricing so that the total 
price is always prominently displayed.  In other words, the total price should always be displayed with the same 
level of importance as any base price.  State and territory ministers welcomed the Treasurer’s announcement.  
This is a great outcome for consumers and not one that will attract political point scoring.  Although the 
amendments to the Trade Practices Act should ensure that previous practices with the potential to mislead are 
outlawed, the states and territories have agreed to explore any necessary legislative implications that arise from 
this joint commitment to tackle two-part pricing.  It may be that amendments to our state Fair Trading Act are 
required to completely shut the gate on this practice.  If that is the case, we will bring the necessary amendments 
before the Parliament to offer that protection to consumers.  
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I again thank the member for Perth for raising this matter today and previously.  He is a genuine consumer 
advocate.  My office and the Department of Consumer and Employment Protection appreciate the proactive 
manner in which the member for Perth has given prominence to this matter in seeking to offer protection to 
consumers.  This is a good win for not only the member for Perth but also all consumers across Australia.  
 


